Resolution on Faculty Evaluation of Administrative Services and Functions

First introduced by the SEC at the March 8, 2010 Senate Meeting, modified by the SEC at its March 22 meeting, and reintroduced to the Senate at the April 12, 2010 meeting

Whereas evaluation of job performance exists throughout institutions of higher learning, including faculty evaluating students, teaching evaluation of faculty by students, institutional review of faculty for reappointment, tenure, promotion and discretionary awards, and peer review of research, publications and grant proposals, and

Whereas the University at Albany does not have a process for faculty to regularly assess and evaluate administrators; and

Whereas the SUNY University Faculty Senate encourages SUNY campuses to establish such a process; and

Whereas the recently completed MSCHE Self Study Report recommends to increase efforts towards more systemic and sustained assessment processes for administrative units; be it hereby

Resolved that the University at Albany develop a process and related procedures to regularly assess and evaluate administrative services and functions by faculty; and be it

Resolved that the Senate Executive Committee (or an ad hoc committee designated by the SEC) be charged to develop such processes and procedures, and submit its recommendations to the Senate.